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Did You See "Sesame Street: Educational Mirage?... Pre-School Oasis?" by Dr. S. M. Brown and Dr. F. Garfunkel? The article reviews the pros and cons of the popular television program for children. It appears in the April, 1971, issue of the Reading Newsreport.

Did You See "Reading and Spelling—How Are They Related?" In this article Harvie Barnard points out nine essential relationships between reading and spelling. The Fall 1971 issue of the Spelling Progress Bulletin features this article.

Did You See the two new annotated bibliographies published by IRA? They are:

Reading Programs in Secondary Schools
Adult Basic Reading Instruction in the United States, 1971 revision.

A list of relevant references are presented in these informative pamphlets. Copies may be obtained from the International Reading Association, Six Tyre Avenue, Newark, Delaware, 19711.

Did You See that USOE's National Center for Educational Communication (NCEC) is continuing its targeted Communications Projects in 1972? Reading has been identified as a priority problem area. A specific proposal format and application form are required. These forms and guidelines for projects can be obtained directly from: Division of Practice Improvement, National Center for Educational Communication, U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202.

Did You See "Remedial Programs: Can They Be Justified?" by Jack W. Humphrey featured in the October, 1971, issue of the Journal of Reading? He presents eight factors to be considered in determining whether or not a remedial reading program is justifiable.